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The elements of music

by Anna Gower

INTRODUCTION

The elements of music. DR P SMITH or MAD T SHIRT; posters on the walls of your classroom; a handy checklist 

for writing a model answer to a GCSE question; or a guide to development in an A level composition.

The elements of music have long been an important component of KS3 music, whether they’re taught as a stand-

alone unit or topic, or threaded through performing, composing or listening activities in a topic-based curriculum.

However, the elements of music are really just a set of labels and concepts under which sits a wealth of musical 

understanding, and a heap of vocabulary and musical language that can help to hone student responses to 

music that they hear, play, sing or compose from the very start of their music education.

It’s that further layer beneath the label and concept that’s much harder to measure, and which weaves through 

all good music learning and teaching. It’s about crafting an understanding of what makes music a medium 

through which to be expressive, to make sense of sound, and to arrange it into meaningful musical experiences 

that allow students to demonstrate their learning in ways other than a listening test or performance assessment.

Then there’s the reality of the need to prepare students for the requirements of GCSE or vocational courses 

while inspiring them to want to opt for the subject in the first place.

Regardless of the values that sit behind your KS3 curriculum and at the heart of your music department, the 

elements of music remain firmly embedded into all aspects of music education. So what does this mean in 

context?

This resource falls into two parts:

 � The first part contains a detailed overview of the many different variations of the elements of music that 

are designed to help teachers choose the labels and concepts that define the elements in a way that 

can ensure a continuity of learning between KS3 and KS4. These provide some background on how and 

where the musical elements appear in documents such as the GCSE specifications or National Curriculum 

Programmes of Study to help to inform choices over how they can be used at KS3.

 � The second part suggests approaches for threading the elements through the KS3 experience to ensure 

that students not only know the label and concept, but are able to recognise changes in music that they 

hear, and apply their understanding of what the elements of music can do to enhance a performance, or 

form the building blocks and support the development of musical ideas in a composition.

DEFINING THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC

Often described 
as the ‘building 
blocks’ of music, the 
elements of music 
may have slightly 
different labels that 
vary from school 
to school. But they 
each come with 
a label or name 
(pitch, rhythm, 
etc), a concept 
(pitch means high 
and low), and a 
list of associated 
or accompanying 
vocabulary, musical 
language and 
understanding that 
students should 
become familiar with 
and use in context if 
they are to succeed 
beyond KS3.

Depending on the 
age or experience 
of students, concept 
descriptors can vary 
in detail.

Three definitions:

 � Label: the title of the element, eg dynamics.

 � Concept: what the label refers to in a musical context, eg dynamics is how loud or quiet the 
sound is.

 � Knowledge/Understanding/Use: musical language and vocabulary that can be applied in 
context to help students understand and use the elements in performing, composing and 
listening activities.
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Without a musical context, of course, labels and concepts can lack relevance for students who are immersed 

in a world of music before they even set foot in a music classroom. So how can the elements of music help 

students to make sense of what they hear, and better engage them in wanting to learn more about music?

Identify a set of musical elements appropriate to your curriculum, give them labels, define the concepts, and 

outline associated musical understanding, language and vocabulary that can be woven through KS3. This 

process can help students make sense of the music they explore, and prepare them for further study of music.

As the following section shows, although the elements of music have appeared in the National Curriculum 

Programmes of Study for music in England since its first use in 1992, labels and definitions have changed a 

little along the way. We are perhaps in danger of forgetting to consider what and why we are teaching, simply 

because the elements of music are another example of something that we have ‘just always taught this way’.

The diminishing detail within the National Curriculum music programmes of study have left teachers with the 

freedom to decide what and how they teach. But is it as straightforward as just ‘business as usual’, especially 

with reformed GCSEs now established at KS4?

PART 1: LABEL AND CONCEPT, AND A BIT 
OF HISTORY

The elements of music in England

The elements of music (in the Programme of Study for Music 2013, they are now called ‘inter-related dimensions’) 

have had various labels since the first National Curriculum for all subjects in England came about (as a result 

of the 1988 government education reform act, with the content first used in schools in 1992).

There’s no online archive of the various publications relating to the National Curriculum for Music, so the tables 

below have been compiled from as much information as it’s been possible to find.

DR P SMITH

Dynamics, Rhythm, Pitch, Structure, Melody, Instrumentation, Texture, Harmony

MAD T SHIRT

Melody, Articulation, Dynamics, Texture, Structure, Harmony, Instrumentation, Rhythm, Time signature

DR P SMITH and MAD T SHIRT are two common ways that teachers use to help students remember 
the labels for the elements of music. Without a musical context, however, it doesn’t matter how we 
encourage students remember them. The ‘elements’ remain simply a means of classifying or labelling 
all the multitude of different musical languages, vocabularies, key words, musical devices, genres and 
forms that go into creating, performing and understanding music, under convenient, memorable 
headings.

The table shows 
how the elements 
of music appeared 
in each programme 
of study for KS1, 
2 and 3 to give a 
comprehensive 
overview of how 
their labels and 
concepts have 
changed over the 
years.
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Date KS1 KS2 KS3 Notes

1992 Students will ‘learn to 
listen with care and 
concentration to their own 
and others’ music, and 
make broad distinctions 
within the main musical 
elements of:
 y pitch: high/low
 y duration: pulse; 

rhythm; long/short 
sounds

 y pace: fast/slow
 y timbre: quality of 

sound
 y texture: one sound/

several sounds
 y dynamics: loud/quiet
 y structure: pattern; 

phrasing; repetition/
contrast

 y silence’
‘Respond to the musical 
elements, character and 
mood of a piece of music, 
by means of movement, 
dance, or other forms of 
expression.’

Students will ‘develop 
their understanding of 
musical elements, and 
ability to describe them in 
appropriate vocabulary, 
and to interpret some of 
the signs related to them:
 y pitch: melody; chords
 y duration: pulse; metre 

and rhythm
 y pace: gradations of 

speed
 y timbre: tone quality of 

voice/instruments
 y texture: melody; 

accompaniment; 
polyphony

 y dynamics: gradations 
of volume; accents

 y structure: repetition; 
contrast; simple forms’

‘Record and 
communicate musical 
ideas through notations 
which define timbre, 
dynamics, duration and, 
where appropriate, pitch.’

Students will ‘develop 
musical perceptiveness 
and attention to detail 
in their listening, and 
learn to recognise, 
identify and discriminate 
between complex musical 
elements in music of a 
wide range of styles:
 y pitch: melodic shape; 

characteristics 
of melodic and 
harmonic intervals; 
various scales and 
modes; harmonic 
combinations, eg 
ragas; note clusters, 
triads

 y duration: pulse, metre 
and rhythm, eg time 
signatures; synco-
pation; unmeasured 
speech rhythm

 y pace: speed of pulse; 
rapidity of change, eg 
of harmony; instru-
mentation; dynamics

 y timbre: voices, 
instruments, and 
different ways of 
producing sounds with 
them, eg contrasts 
between instruments, 
within instruments and 
within single notes 
sung and played in a 
variety of ways

 y texture: solo, melody; 
accompaniment; 
polyphony; density of 
instrumentation

 y dynamics: loud; quiet; 
gradations of volume; 
articulation

 y structure: phrases; 
repetition/ contrast; 
variation and develop-
ment; simple forms, eg 
ternary, verse-chorus, 
rondo, variations; fea-
tures such as ostinato, 
sequence’

‘Sing and play controlling 
subtle changes of dynam-
ics, timbre and pace.’

In 1992, the musical 
elements were labelled 
as:
Pitch
Duration
Pace
Timbre
Texture
Dynamics
Structure

Progress is clearly defined 
in the concept within each 
element and increasing 
the explanation of what is 
meant by each through 
KS1,2 and 3.

http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/17394/2/Music%20NC%201992_Redacted.pdf
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Date KS1 KS2 KS3 Notes

1999 
(reviewed 
2004)

Progress is 
implied in 
the defini-
tions of some 
elements. At 
KS3 the ele-
ments weren’t 
referred 
to specifi-
cally. If this is 
intended to be 
a continuation 
from the KS1 
and 2 require-
ments, then 
the removal 
of specific 
reference to 
the elements 
suggests that 
perhaps they 
are now to 
be embed-
ded into all 
musical activ-
ity rather than 
addressed 
in isolation. 
It’s a strange 
omission given 
the implied 
progress of 
understanding 
and knowl-
edge in KS1 
and 2 and the 
inclusion of 
the elements 
at GCSE and 
A level.

Students will know ‘how 
the combined musical 
elements of pitch, 
duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture 
and silence can be 
organised and used 
expressively within simple 
structures (for example, 
beginning, middle, end):’
 y pitch: higher/lower
 y duration: longer/

shorter; steady pulse; 
beat; rhythm

 y dynamics: louder/
quieter/silence

 y tempo: faster/slower
 y timbre: different types 

of sound
 y texture: different ways 

sounds are combined
 y structure: different 

ways sounds are 
organised

 y silence

Students will know ‘how 
the combined musical 
elements of pitch, 
duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture 
and silence can be 
organised within musical 
structures (for example, 
ostinato) and used to 
communicate different 
moods and effects:’
 y pitch: gradations of 

high/low
 y duration: groups of 

beats; rhythm
 y dynamics: gradations 

of volume
 y tempo: different 

speeds
 y timbre: different types 

of sound
 y texture: different ways 

sounds are combined
 y structure: different 

ways sounds are 
organised

 y silence

‘Teaching should ensure 
that listening, and 
applying knowledge 
and understanding, 
are developed through 
the interrelated skills of 
performing, composing 
and appraising.’
‘Identify the expressive 
use of musical elements, 
devices, tonalities and 
structures.’

In 1999 the elements of 
music were labelled as:
 y Pitch
 y Duration
 y Dynamics
 y Tempo
 y Timbre
 y Texture
 y Silence

2013 KS1 and 
2, and KS3

No concepts 
have been 
provided to go 
with the labels, 
and teachers 
are free to 
design their 
own.

Understand and 
explore how music is 
created, produced and 
communicated, including 
through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, 
duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, 
structure and appropriate 
musical notations.

Understand and 
explore how music is 
created, produced and 
communicated, including 
through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, 
duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, 
structure and appropriate 
musical notations.

Understand and 
explore how music is 
created, produced and 
communicated, including 
through the inter-related 
dimensions: pitch, 
duration, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, texture, 
structure and appropriate 
musical notations.

In 2013 the elements 
were rebranded as ‘inter-
related dimensions’ and 
were defined as:
 y Pitch
 y Duration
 y Dynamics
 y Tempo
 y Timbre
 y Texture
 y Structure
 y Appropriate musical 

notations.

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100209094000/http://curriculum.qcda.gov.uk/key-stages-1-and-2/subjects/music/keystage1/index.aspx
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100209094000/http://curriculum.qcda.gov.uk/key-stages-1-and-2/subjects/music/keystage1/index.aspx
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100209094000/http://curriculum.qcda.gov.uk/key-stages-1-and-2/subjects/music/keystage1/index.aspx
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239037/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239037/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_Music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239088/SECONDARY_national_curriculum_-_Music.pdf
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Date KS1 KS2 KS3 Notes

GCSE 
OFQUAL 
subject 
conditions for 
music GCSE 
2015

GCSE specifications in music must require students to demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of the musical elements, musical contexts and musical 
language listed below, and allow students, where appropriate, to apply these to 
their own work when performing and composing.
Musical elements:
 y organisation of pitch (melodically and harmonically) including simple chord 

progressions, eg perfect and imperfect cadences, and basic melodic devices, 
eg sequence

 y tonality including major, minor and basic modulation, eg tonic-dominant
 y structure: organisation of musical material including simple structure, eg verse 

and chorus, call and response, binary, and theme and variations
 y sonority including recognition of a range of instrumental and vocal timbres and 

articulation, eg legato and staccato
 y texture: how musical lines (parts) fit together, including simple textural 

combinations, eg unison, chordal and solo
 y tempo, metre and rhythm including pulse, simple time, compound time, and 

basic rhythmic devices, eg dotted rhythms
 y dynamics: basic dynamic devices, eg crescendo and diminuendo

Musical elements are 
defined as:
 y Organisation of pitch 

(melodically and 
harmonically)

 y Tonality
 y Structure
 y Sonority
 y Texture
 y Tempo, metre and 

rhythm
 y Dynamics

It offers some challenges to unpick the changes as the programmes of study have become less prescriptive 

at KS3 and arguably more prescriptive at KS4, with the need to have something to assess at GCSE and 

beyond. Teachers can now decide how to label the elements of music and which concepts they place under 

which heading. This should be done with care, however, to avoid the need to start again with new labels and 

concepts at the start of KS4, and to ensure consistency of approach and progression from one Key Stage to 

the next.

Although the labels and concepts of some of the elements – dynamics, structure and texture – have remained 

the same, there are some inconsistencies within the other labels that could explain the emergence of DR P 

SMITH and MAD T SHIRT as useful acronyms, not just to help students to remember the labels given to each 

element but also to ensure that everything is covered.

There is a danger, however, in making the labels fit the acronym, in that some of the meaning could be lost. 

For example, replacing timbre (the quality of sound or how sound is produced) with instrumentation at KS3 

becomes more confusing when sonority at GCSE means the ‘instrumental timbres’. If you use DR P SMITH 

you could allocate ‘I’ to mean instruments (timbre), meaning either how the sound is produced including 

articulation, or instrumentation including how instruments are used within a musical form, structure or genre. If 

you choose one and not the other, where do the associated concepts that sit under each label then go?

Then there is some inconsistency about where articulation, time signatures, harmony and tonality sit, and 

under which labels. Although harmony/chords/tonality sit under pitch in 1992, that heading has disappeared 

completely by 1999 with just a passing reference to ‘tonalities’ in the KS3 outline. In the GCSE requirements, 

harmony returns to pitch while tonality has its own separate category.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413199/gcse-subject-level-conditions-for-music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413199/gcse-subject-level-conditions-for-music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413199/gcse-subject-level-conditions-for-music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413199/gcse-subject-level-conditions-for-music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413199/gcse-subject-level-conditions-for-music.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413199/gcse-subject-level-conditions-for-music.pdf
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The elements of music outside England

Wales Scotland International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP)

In the Music Guidance for Key Stages 
2 and 3, 2015, the elements of music 
are laid out with label, concept and 
expectations of what students will be 
able to ‘use and show understanding of’.

In Scotland, music forms part of 
Expressive Arts in the Curriculum 
for Excellence. With an emphasis on 
performing and composing and being 
able to ‘express and communicate ideas’, 
the music section is a series of ‘can 
do’ statements with a few explanations 
of specific language provided as an 
appendix.

The MYP adopts a cross-curricular, 
inquiry-based approach to learning, 
with music coming into the Arts section. 
Teachers are able to set briefs to fulfil 
four assessment criteria: knowing and 
understanding; developing skills; thinking 
creatively; responding.

In all musical activities, learners should 
focus their listening on the musical 
elements – pitch, duration, pace, timbre, 
texture, dynamics, structure and silence.

Dynamics: the varying degrees of 
loudness and quietness in sound.
Music concepts: terms that describe 
the ingredients of music, such as 
repetition, harmony, major key, 
syncopation.
Music technology: the use of electronic 
devices and computer software in music 
compositions and performance.
Pitch: the term used to describe how 
high or low/deep a note or sound is.
Timbre: the tone colour or quality of 
tone that distinguishes one instrument 
from another.

The IB is based on approach rather than 
prescribed content, and has progression 
embedded from primary years (3-12), 
middle years (11-16), diploma or career-
related programme (16-19), all of which 
follow the same approach to inquiry-
based and cross-curricular learning.

http://learning.gov.wales/docs/learningwales/publications/130424-music-guidance-en-v2.pdf
http://learning.gov.wales/docs/learningwales/publications/130424-music-guidance-en-v2.pdf
https://education.gov.scot/Documents/expressive-arts-eo.pdf
https://www.ibo.org/programmes/middle-years-programme/
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The elements of music and GCSE music

As mentioned above, OFQUAL prescribe the labels for the elements of music within the subject conditions for 

music. However, individual exam boards then define the concepts, key vocabulary and musical language for 

each of the labels. The table below shows how:

 � The prescribed element labels from the OFQUAL document remain consistent as the starting point for all 

boards.

 � Only Edexcel give definitions of the concepts, ie what the label means in the context of their specification.

 � Once boards start to specify detailed musical language or vocabulary and specific musical devices, there 

is a wide variation in meaning and expectations – in the case of Edexcel even within their syllabus.

 � As the sonority example shows, each board has applied a different concept to the label which could cause 

issues for students in translating their learning about the musical elements from KS3 into KS4.

OCR Edexcel Eduquas AQA

Labels  y Organisation of pitch 
(melodically and 
harmonically)

 y Tonality
 y Structure
 y Sonority
 y Texture
 y Tempo, metre and 

rhythm
 y Dynamics

 y Organisation of pitch 
(melodically and 
harmonically)

 y Tonality
 y Structure
 y Sonority
 y Texture
 y Tempo, metre and 

rhythm
 y Dynamics

 y Melody
 y Harmony
 y Tonality
 y Form and structure
 y Dynamics
 y Sonority
 y Texture
 y Tempo
 y Rhythm
 y Metre

Called ‘element type’ in 
the spec:
 y Melody
 y Harmony
 y Tonality
 y Structure
 y Sonority
 y Texture
 y Tempo, metre and 

rhythm
 y Dynamics and 

articulation

Concepts Not explicitly defined, 
although examples are 
given in the content 
overview.

In component 3: content, 
most of the elements also 
come with associated 
concepts.These then 
are given in more detail 
(and confusingly in come 
cases with a different 
definition) in the appendix 
of musical vocabulary that 
is provided.

Not defined Not defined

Musical 
language and 
vocabulary 
required (this 
comparison 
looks at 
‘sonority’)

Instruments/Ensembles/
Timbre
 y Standard orchestral 

instruments and their 
families

 y Piano, harpsichord, 
organ, cello

 y Orchestra, string 
orchestra, duet, trio, 
jazz group

 y Electronic and pop 
instruments

 y Basic instruments 
that relate to: Indian 
classical music, Punjabi 
bhangra, Greek 
folk music, African 
drumming, samba, 
calypso/steel band

Voices/Ensembles/
Timbre
 y Voices: soprano, alto, 

tenor, bass
 y A cappella
 y Syllabic, melismatic
 y Solo, lead singer, 

backing vocals, 
chorus/choir

 y Scat

From component 3: 
content
Sonority, including 
recognition of a range of 
instrumental and vocal 
timbres and articulation, 
for example legato and 
staccato.
From the ‘musical 
vocabulary list’
Sonority:
 y Articulation: The 

degree to which a note 
is separated from the 
note that follows it, 
ranging from minimal 
(legato) to much 
greater (staccato or 
staccatissimo).

 y Timbre: The particular 
tone colour of an 
instrument or voice.

In their appendix, Eduqas 
provide a list of single 
words under the elements 
labels listed above. For 
sonority, these words are 
further categorised into:
Instruments, Voices and 
Groupings
 y strings
 y violin

Technology
 y synthesised/electronic
 y panning

Performance 
techniques/Articulation
 y humming
 y syllabic

NB I have just included 2 
examples from each for 
the purposes of space.

AQA describe the label of 
each element as ‘element 
type’ and the concept as 
‘element’.
The required musical 
language/vocabulary is 
listed in each individual 
area of study, so this 
example is from Area of 
study 1: Western classical 
tradition 1650–1910 
(compulsory)
Element type: sonority 
(timbre)
Element:
 y instruments and 

voices singly and in 
combination as found 
in music, including that 
for solo instruments, 
concertos, chamber 
groups.

 y instrumental 
techniques such as 
arco, pizzicato, con 
sordino.
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PART 2: EMBEDDING THE ELEMENTS OF 
MUSIC THROUGH YOUR KS3 CURRICULUM: 
KNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTANDING AND USE

Research, planning and embedding the elements of music

The first step is to decide on labels and concepts for the elements of music at KS3 in your department.

Does your school offer GCSE music at KS4?

Yes No

 y Look through your chosen GCSE specification 
and identify their specified labels and concepts for 
GCSE. Look at how these match with those that you 
currently use at KS3. If you don’t want to make any 
changes, then start to use the GCSE board language 
in context within your current content so that students 
are familiar with where it is later if they end up taking 
GCSE.

 y Look at the vocabulary and musical language under 
each element in the specification. Look at where that 
might fit into the topics you already cover at KS3.

 y Track the use of the elements through your KS3 
curriculum and see if there’s an opportunity to build 
in progress toward an end point with understanding 
and applying the elements in context. Keep in mind 
that students don’t need to know all the GCSE vocab 
at the start of the course, as they will have two or 
three years to learn this in the context of the course. 
Identify what you’d like your students to be able to 
do at the start of the GCSE course, and be realistic 
about how you can thread this through what you 
already have in place.

 y Read through previous documentation for 
programmes of study for the NC for music in England 
and equivalents in other countries. Decide on the 
approach that sits most comfortably with the ethos 
and values of your music department and design your 
labels and concepts for each of the elements.

 y Consider transition from primary school and how you 
might best introduce your version of the elements 
of music, taking into account any prior learning and 
making sure they have a practical application from 
the start.

 y Track the use of the elements through your KS3 
curriculum and see if there’s an opportunity to build 
in progress towards an end point with understanding 
and applying the elements in context. Identify what 
you would like your students to be able to do by the 
time they finish their classroom music experience, 
and be realistic about how you can thread this 
through what you already have in place.

The elements of music and modelling use of musical language

As musicians, we all have ways of using musical language in context that have usually been learnt through 

learning to play a musical instrument, studying music theory for an exam or passing aural tests. These usually 

require being able to give definitions of musical vocabulary and then being taught to analyse music from 

a score. During the course of this learning, we can assimilate and apply those terms in a context that they 

were designed for. It’s no surprise, then, given the absence of any detail of content in the National Curriculum 

Programmes of study that define prior learning at KS1-3, that the GCSE and A level exams require students to 

be able to do similar things.

For example, during a rehearsal for an A level performance, I heard an accompanist say to a student: ‘Shall we 

crescendo towards the quavers before the repeat sign?’

Playing from notation, where the symbols come with their own vocabulary, makes it easy for them to become 

embedded into the process and from there perhaps be used in context in an A level question or exam.

Younger students, however, may not have had access to notation and the associated language in the same 

way, and might describe exactly the same thing using more generic and non-musical language: ‘It gets louder 

in that bit, the part where we play it again, the faster bit.’

There’s evidence of some understanding of the musical elements dynamics, structure and rhythm in that 

statement. To then try to encourage them to insert the elements as labels, however, could distract from helping 

them to understand the actual essence of the musical process they have engaged with. It’s also interesting 

that students sometimes play the music they are referring to in the absence of having the musical language 

to describe it.
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Perhaps a four-stage approach is a good way to recognise and build on what is already there in the context of 

whatever task they are doing at the time, whether performing, listening, composing or jamming:

 � Have they recognised a change in the music?

 � Have they been able to describe how the music has changed?

 � Is there a link in their description to one of the musical elements?

 � Can you repeat back their sentence using the elements in context?

 � eg Student: We kind of sped up there and lost our beat. Teacher: So how could you better control the 

tempo and keep the pulse as a group?

The elements of music and notation

Although students might not be familiar with notation as a tool for reading or writing music, traditional staff 

notation comes with symbols that give a clue to how the music should be played. Making those symbols 

familiar to students by putting notation in the context of a practical task, whether it’s a dynamic marking, a 

pause or a repeat, can help them to translate from the music they’re playing to representing intentions, as a 

stepping stone to then incorporating the language in their conversations about music.

The elements of music and composing

Teaching the elements of music as a stand-alone topic can sometimes make the experience an unmusical one. 

How often is a piece constructed only from dynamics or tempo? If the elements truly are the building blocks 

of music, then when it comes to composing, there probably is an order in which you might use to support 

students with composition (and it’s not DR P SMITH).

A great way to start to introduce the labels, concepts and key vocabulary in context is to create a piece of 

music as a class from scratch over a number of weeks. You might then want to group your elements into a 

process that you follow or that you apply retrospectively as the piece comes together.

The following is a suggestion for how that might work using the musical elements as they appear in the GCSE 

specifications:

Start with:

 � a groove (rhythm, tempo).

 � a chord sequence (pitch).

 � a melody (pitch).

Add some:

 � harmony (pitch, texture, tonality).

 � sections: intro, middle, end (structure).

 � lyrics (pitch).

 � contrast (sonority, dynamics).

Refine the performance for expression:

 � tempo.

 � dynamics.

Using all the musical language that comes with each element in the context of the piece is also important. You 

can improvise a melody and discuss whether it moves by step (conjunct) or leaps (disjunct). If you add lyrics, 

are they syllabic or melismatic? Can you capture expressive decisions such as adding dynamics by using the 

correct symbols as you go, or describe the structure using verse/chorus or ABA?

However you decide to embed the elements of music through KS3, the more practical, relevant and consistent 

you can make it, the better.


